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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10076-10363
CHICAGO, ILL.

ASSIGNED CASAILOR-24. MAIL TO BE FORWARD TO WAVE FOR SU PROCESSING. TEXT TRANSMITTED TO DIR WASHINGTON.

C. MARIO GONZALEZ
HELCHOR COLUMN 400-C
COLONIA GUANAJUATO
MEXICO, D.F.

ASSIGNED MISTERX-4. MAIL FORWARD TO WAVE FOR SU PROCESSING.

TEXT TRANSMITTED TO BRUS WASHINGTON DNR.

D. SRA. ILVA SOTO
GUTENBERG 71-10
COLONIA AMANTIA
MEXICO, D.F.

ASSIGNED CASAILOR-24. REF B ADVISED ADDRESS WILL MOVED. ADVISE IF SUBSTITUTE ADDRESS NEEDED.

E. JUAN P. JIMINEZ
732 6TH AVE
APT 909
NEW YORK, NY

ASSIGNED CASAILOR-3D CONTACT. REF C ADVISED CHANGE OF ADDRESS
115-31 QUEENS BLVD
APT 910
FOREST HILLS, NY

MAIL TO BE FORWARD SY WAVE TO HQ.

F. TOMAS RIVIERO

12450
SONORA 49 DEPTO 303

COLONIA CONDESA

MEXICO, D.F.

PHONE RECORDS INDICATE ABOVE ADDRESS UNASSIGNED BY HANG TO DATE.
SECURED CASSIOLI

1. LETTER RECEIVED CASSIOLI AGGREGATE ADDRESS ASKED TO HAND FOR C S

2. UNIT RECORDS REFLECT DELIVERING ADDRESS ASKED TO HAND

A. Francisco de La Torre
B. V. N. (h2)
C. CASIOLI
D. HAVE 8970 (7-5-94)
E. HAVE 8970 (7-5-94)

DIR INFO HAMB FROM GITE HAVE 8970

REG A. HAMB 3996 (7-2-46)
B. DIR 8970

TOPIC ZRASON CASSIOLI

SECRET 1212233273